
From Broad Faith to Seeing Specifics: Mark 8:22-10:52

The context of this narrative unit is the time immediately before Jesus enters Jerusalem. This is his final 
teaching on discipleship before the last week of his life. This narrative unit is about “incomplete 
spiritual vision.” In Mark 8:22-25, Jesus heals the vision of a blind man but it takes two touches to do 
it. This corresponds to the ending story (10:46-52) where Jesus heals the vision of a blind man in one 
attempt. In between are several stories that metaphorically describe the movement from seeing in broad 
outlines to seeing specifics as it relates to discipleship, incomplete faith, and causing others to stumble. 
These misunderstandings and problems occur when followers have incomplete, “broad outline” 
spiritual vision but are cleared up through the second touch of Jesus that brings a complete and specific 
view of discipleship and faith.

Narrative Structure

“Incomplete” healing (broad outlines first, then seeing specifics; 8:22-26)
1. A blind man is brought to Jesus.
2. Jesus heals him with two touches: after the first touch, the man sees broad outlines only; 

after the second touch, he sees then specifics. (Although historical, the story serves 
narratively as a metaphor for the rest of the narrative unit.)

3. He is sent back to the village; he doesn't follow.
4. His faith is mainly passive.

Jesus predicts his death and resurrection for the first time (8:27-38)
5. The misunderstanding: proclaiming faith but not living it.
6. The solution: deny yourself.
7. Example 1: Transfiguration (misunderstanding the Bible; 9:2-13, esp. 11).
8. Example 2: disciples can't cast out demons (lack of faith and prayer; 9:14-29, esp. 29).

Jesus predicts his death and resurrection for a second time (9:30-37)
1. The misunderstanding: who is the greatest?
2. The solution: become great by humbly serving all.
3. The following stories are examples of a lack of humility.

1. Example 1: Jesus welcomes a child (9:36-37).
2. Example 2: pride over others (9:38-41).
3. Example 3: causing others to stumble (9:42-50).
4. Example 4: divorce: hardness of heart in marital relationships (10:1-12).
5. Example 5: viewing children as beneath Jesus (10:13-16).

Jesus predicts his death for a third time (10:32-45)
1. The misunderstanding: attempting to claim a position of authority and importance.
2. The solution: real significance is found in suffering for Jesus.
3. Example: become great by becoming a servant (10:41-45).

Complete healing (Seeing specifics; 10:46-52)
1. The blind man exercises his faith in Jesus.
2. He follows Jesus.


